Abstract. The Optimized Sparse Kernel Interface (OSKI) is a collection of low-level primitives that provide automatically tuned computational kernels on sparse matrices, for use by solver libraries and applications. These kernels include sparse matrix-vector multiply and sparse triangular solve, among others. The primary aim of this interface is to hide the complex decisionmaking process needed to tune the performance of a kernel implementation for a particular user's sparse matrix and machine, while also exposing the steps and potentially non-trivial costs of tuning at run-time. This paper provides an overview of OSKI, which is based on our research on automatically tuned sparse kernels for modern cache-based superscalar machines.
Goals and Motivation
We describe the Optimized Sparse Kernel Interface (OSKI), a collection of low-level primitives that provide automatically tuned computational kernels on sparse matrices, for use by solver libraries and applications. The kernels include sparse matrix-vector multiply (SpMV) and sparse triangular solve (SpTS), among others; "tuning" refers to the process of selecting the data structure and code transformations that lead to the fastest implementation of a kernel, given a machine and matrix. While conventional implementations of SpMV have historically run at 10% of machine peak or less, careful tuning can achieve up to 31% of peak and 4× speedups [1, Chap. 1] . The challenge is that we must often defer tuning until run-time, since the matrix may be unknown until then. The need for run-time tuning differs from the case of dense kernels where only install-or compile-time tuning has proved sufficient in practice [2, 3] .
OSKI reflects the need for and cost of run-time tuning, as extensively documented in our recent work on automatic tuning of sparse kernels using the Sparsity framework [4, 5, 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The 6 goals of our interface and the key findings motivating each are as follows:
(i) Provide basic sparse kernel "building blocks": We define an interface for basic sparse operations like SpMV and SpTS, in the spirit of the widely-used Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) [12] and recent Sparse BLAS Standard [13, 12] . We choose the performance-critical kernels needed by sparse solver libraries and applications (particularly those based on iterative solution methods). We target "users" who are sparse solver library writers, or otherwise interested in performance-aware programming at the level of the BLAS. (ii) Hide the complex process of tuning: Matrices in our interface are represented by handles, thereby enabling the library to choose the data structure. We use this indirection because the best data structure and code transformations on modern hardware may be difficult to determine, even in seemingly simple cases [4, 1] . For example, since many sparse matrices have a natural block structure, we can enhance the spatial and temporal locality of SpMV by storing the matrix as a collection of blocks. However, we have observed cases in which SpMV on a matrix with an "obvious" block structure nevertheless runs in 38% of the time of a conventional implementation (2.6× speedup) using a different, non-obvious block structure [1] . Furthermore, we have shown that if a matrix has no obvious block structure, SpMV can still execute in half the time (2× speedup) of a conventional implementation by imposing block structure through explicitly stored zeros, even though doing so results in extra work (flops) [1] . (iii) Offer higher-level memory hierarchy-friendly kernels: The kernels defined in our interface are a superset of those available in similar library interfaces, including the Sparse BLAS standard [13, 14] and the SPARSKIT library [15] , among others [16] . Our "higherlevel" kernels are designed for cache-based machines and can execute much faster than their equivalent implementations using "standard" kernels. For example, in addition to the SpMV operation y ← A·x, we include the kernel y ← A T A·x in which A may be read from main memory only once. Compared to a register-blocked twostep implementation, t ← A· x, y ← A T · t, a cache-interleaved implementation can be up to 1.8× faster, and up to 4.2× faster than an unblocked two-step implementation [8] . (iv) Expose the cost of tuning: We require the user to request tuning explicitly because of its potential costs. In the case of SpMV, tuning can cost 40× as much as a single SpMV operation [1] . Although this cost is dominated by the time simply to copy the matrix to the new data structure (and so is comparable to just building the matrix in the first place), it should nevertheless only be done when the user expects sufficiently many SpMV calls to amortize this cost, as might be expected in iterative solvers [1] . (v) Support self-profiling: The user cannot always a priori predict, say, the number of SpMV operations that will occur during an application run. We designed our interface to allow the library to monitor transparently all operations performed on a given matrix, and then use this information in deciding how aggressively to tune. Self-profiling enables the library to guess whether tuning will be profitable (see Section 2.3). (vi) Allow for user inspection and control of the tuning process: To help the user reduce the cost of tuning, the interface provides two mechanisms that allow her both to guide and to see the results of the tuning process (Section 3). First, the user may provide explicit hints about the workload (e.g., the number of SpMVs) and the kind of structure she believes the matrix possesses (e.g., uniform blocks of size 3 × 3, or diagonals). Second, the user may retrieve string-based summaries of what tuning transformations and other performance optimizations have been applied to a given matrix. Thus, a user may see and save these results for re-application on future problems (matrices) which the user believes have similar structure to a previously tuned matrix. Moreover, a user may select and apply transformations manually.
An implementation of OSKI is available [17] . The remainder of this paper highlights features of OSKI by example, and the interested reader may consult the OSKI 1.0 User's Guide for details. We use a library-based approach because it enables the use of run-time information, and because of its potential immediate impact on applications. OSKI could be integrated readily into popular solver libraries such as PETSc [18, 19] , or environments such as MATLAB [20, 21] . 
An Introduction to the Tuning Interface by Example
This section introduces the C version 1 of OSKI using several examples. OSKI uses an objectoriented calling style, where the two main object types are (1) a sparse matrix object, and (2) a dense (multiple) vector object. We anticipate that users will use the library in different ways, so this section illustrates the library's major design points by discussing three such ways.
Basic usage: gradually migrating applications
To ease the development effort for existing applications, OSKI supports matrix data sharing when the user's sparse matrix starts in a standard array implementation of some basic sparse matrix format, e.g., compressed sparse row (CSR) or column (CSC) formats. Furthermore, users do not have to use any of the automatic tuning facilities, or may introduce the use of tuned operations gradually over time.
oski MatMult
Sparse matrix-vector multiply (SpMV) Table 1 . Sparse kernels available in OSKI.
The key feature of OSKI shown in the example of Listing 1 is that OSKI expects "standard representations" of the user's sparse matrix and dense vectors, to minimize changes to existing applications. Listing 1 uses OSKI to compute one SpMV without any tuning. The input matrix is 3 × 3 lower triangular with all ones on the diagonal. The matrix is declared statically in lines 6-9 and stored in CSR format using 2 integer arrays, Aptr and Aind, to represent the non-zero pattern and one array of doubles, Aval, to store the non-zero values. This example assumes 0-based indices and does not store the diagonal explicitly, and this overall representation is a common way of implementing CSR in various sparse libraries [15, 22, 19] . Line 10 declares and initializes two arrays, x and y, to represent the vectors. Like the matrix, these vector declarations are "standard" implementations that the user could pass directly to, say, the dense BLAS to perform dot products or scalar-times-vector products.
Listing 1 creates a tunable matrix object from the input matrix by calling oski CreateMat-CSR (line 14). The arguments specify the untuned physical representation (arguments 1-5 in line 16), the semantics of how to interpret this representation (arguments 7-10 in line 18), and a copy mode (argument 6 in line 16) that controls the number of copies of the assembled matrix that may exist at any point in time. The matrix creation routine is the most complex of all of the available OSKI routines, but it supports the specification of a variety of input matrices, as documented fully in the User's Guide, whether the input matrix be symmetric/Hermitian, triangular, use 0-or 1-based indices.
Similarly, dense vector objects are wrappers, or views, around user arrays (lines [21] [22] . A vector view encapsulates basic information about an array, such as its length, or such as the stride between consecutive elements of the vector within the array. As with the BLAS, a non-unit stride allows a dense vector to be a submatrix. In addition, an object of type oski vecview t can encapsulate multiple vectors (multivector ) for kernels like sparse matrix-multiple vector multiply (SpMM) or triangular solve with multiple simultaneous right-hand sides; a blocked SpMM can be up to 2.5× faster than a blocked SpMV [4, 23] . The multivector object would also store the number of vectors and the memory organization (i.e., row vs. column major). Requiring the user to create a view in both the single-and multiple-vector cases helps unify and simplify some of the kernel argument lists, in addition to the potential performance improvements.
The argument lists to kernels, such as oski MatMult for SpMV in this example (line 25), follow some of the conventions of the dense BLAS. For example, a user can specify the constant OP TRANS as the second argument to apply A T instead of A, or specify other values for α and β. The list of available kernels appears in Table 1 . Beyond SpMV and SpTS, this list includes higher-level kernels designed to exploit memory hierarchies.
}
That A tunable, x view, and y view are shared with the library implies the user can continue to operate on the data to which these views point as she normally would. For instance, the user can call dense BLAS operations, such as a dot products or scalar-vector multiply, on x and y. Moreover, the user might choose to introduce calls to the OSKI kernels selectively over time.
Providing explicit tuning hints
Any information the user can provide a priori is information the library does not need to rediscover, thereby reducing the overhead of tuning. In this case, a user may provide the library with structured hints to describe, for example, the expected workload (i.e., which kernels will be used and how frequently), or whether there is special non-zero structure (e.g., uniformly aligned dense blocks, symmetry). The user then calls a special "tune routine" to choose a new data structure performance-optimized for the specified workload. We refer to this style of OSKI usage as tuning with explicit hints.
Listing 2 shows how to provide hints. The first hint (lines 5-6) specifies the expected workload will consist of at least a total of 500 SpMV operations on the same matrix. The argument list is identical to the corresponding argument list for the kernel call, oski MatMult, except that there is one additional parameter to specify the expected frequency of SpMV operations. The frequency allows the library to decide whether there are enough SpMV operations to hide the cost of tuning. For optimal tuning, the values of these parameters should match the actual calls as closely as possible.
The constant SYMBOLIC VEC indicates that we will apply the matrix to a single vector with unit stride. Alternatively, we could use the constant SYMBOLIC MULTIVEC to indicate that we will perform sparse SpMM on at least two vectors. Better still, we could pass an actual instance of a oski vecview t object which has the precise stride and data layout information. Analagous routines exist for each of the other kernels in the system.
The second hint (line 7) is a structural hint indicating that the matrix non-zero structure may } be dominated by 6 × 6 dense subblocks. Several of the possible structural hints accept optional arguments that may be used to qualify the hint. The hints currently available are related to candidate optimizations explored in our work, and the list of hints will grow over time. The actual tuning (i.e., possible change in data structure) occurs at the call to oski TuneMat. The OSKI library uses all hint information provided up to this call to tune, i.e., select a new data structure which is likely to improve performance for the specified matrix and workload. This new data structure is only used internally by OSKI at kernel calls, and so does not affect the user's original input matrix data structure. Note that the call to oski TuneMat marks the point during program execution at which tuning (and therefore, its overhead) may occur, thereby exposing the tuning step.
Tuning based on implicit profiling
The library needs a workload to decide when the overhead of tuning can be amortized, but the user cannot always estimate this workload before execution as done in Section 2.2. In OSKI, a user may instead rely on the library to monitor kernel calls to determine the workload dynamically. The user must still call oski TuneMat to tune, but this call optimizes based on a workload inferred from the kernel calls executed so far. Listing 3 provides no workload hints, but calls oski TuneMat periodically (line 13). Internally, the library can monitor the calls to oski MatMult, and at each call to oski TuneMat evaluate whether there seem to be enough SpMV calls to hide the tuning cost.
Saving and Restoring Tuning Transformations
To promote transparency in the tuning process, OSKI allows the user to see a precise description, represented by a string, of the transformations that create the tuned data structure. In OSKI 1.0, this string is a program expressed in a procedural, high-level scripting language, OSKI-Lua (derived from the Lua language [24] ). The user may subsequently "execute" this program on the same or similar input matrix, thereby providing a way to save and restore tuning transformations across application runs, a la FFTW's wisdom mechanism [25] . Moreover, this mechanism allows an advanced user to specify her own sequence of optimizing transformations, and allows OSKI developers to extend OSKI to include new techniques.
Listing 4 contains a code fragment which reads a transformation string (OSKI-Lua program) from a file, and applies it to a matrix using OSKI's oski ApplyMatTransforms. This call oski MatMult (A tunable, . . .); // tuned SpMV is equivalent to calling oski TuneMat, except that instead of allowing the library to decide what data structure to use, we are specifying it explicitly. (OSKI has an analogous routine, oski GetMatTransforms, to retrieve the last transformation applied to a matrix.)
The syntax of OSKI-Lua is based on the Lua scripting language [24] . The following example computes a structural splitting, A = A 1 + A 2 + A 3 , where A 1 is stored in 4 × 2 UBCSR, A 2 is stored in 2 × 2 UBCSR, and A 3 is stored in CSR(comments preceeded by #). This example uses VBRas an intermediate format for determining how to split.
# A 2 is in 2 × 2 UBCSR, and A 3 is in CSR (Structural splitting in this style yields speedups of up to 1.8× over a blocked but not split implementation [26] .)
When oski ApplyMatTransforms executes, it interprets the program to carry out the transformation. The last line executed by every OSKI-Lua program returns the new data structure-here, the union of the split components A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 , represented by the symbolic summation in line 10. Garbage collection of temporaries is performed automatically.
Other Features
OSKI provides functionality beyond the core kernels and tuning facilities:
• Support for various scalar precisions: Like the BLAS, non-zero values may be real or complex, single-or double-precision. In addition, the integer indices associated with the sparse matrix may be C int or long.
• Changing/retrieving matrix entries: As long as the pattern remains fixed, the user may change the values of any structural non-zero entries using OSKI's get/set value routines.
• Explicit representation of permutations: During tuning, the library may decide to permute the rows and columns of the matrix to improve locality, but to maintain correctness it must permute input/output vectors at every kernel call. OSKI allows the user to detect, extract, and apply these permutations herself if her algorithm can permute less frequently.
• Two error handling styles: Users can check the return value of any OSKI call for errors.
In addition, the user may supply her own error handler for logging or recovery purposes.
These features are described in complete detail in the OSKI 1.0 User's Guide.
Related Work: Approaches that Complement Libraries
The Sparse BLAS Standard [13] inspired the OSKI design. The main differences are (i) we do not specify primitives for matrix construction, and instead assume that the user can provide an assembled matrix in one of a few formats, and (ii) we include explicit support for tuning. A number of approaches complement the library approach. One is to implement a library using a language with generic programming constructs such as templates in C++ [27] . Both Blitz++ [28] and the Matrix Template Library (MTL) [29] have adopted this approach to building generic libraries in C++ that mimic dense BLAS functionality. Templates faciliate the generation of large numbers of routines from a compact representation, and flexibly handles issues of producing libraries that can handle different precisions. Sophisticated use of templates (template metaprogramming) also allows some optimization, such as unrolling and some forms of loop fusion [28] . However, this approach does not address run-time tuning.
Compiler-based sparse code generation, via restructuring compilers, extends the generic programming idea (Bik [30, 31, 32] , Stodghill, et al [33, 34, 35, 36] , and Pugh and Shpeisman [37, 38] ). These are clean, general approaches to code generation. The user expresses separately both the kernels (as dense code with random access to matrix elements) and a specification of the sparse data structure; a restructuring compiler combines the two descriptions to produce a sparse implementation. Since any kernel can in principle be expressed, this overcomes a library approach in which all possible kernels must be pre-defined. We view this technology as complementary to the overall library approach; while sparse compilers could be used to provide the underlying implementations of sparse primitives, they do not explicitly make use of matrix structural information available, in general, only at run-time.
A third approach is to extend an existing library or system. There are a number of application-level libraries (e.g., PETSc [18, 19] , among others [39, 15, 22, 40] ) and high-level application tools (e.g., MATLAB [20, 21] , Octave [41] , approaches that apply compiler analyses and transformations to MATLAB code [42, 43] ) that provide high-level sparse kernel support. Integration with these systems, which have large user bases, allows complete hiding of data structure details and the tuning process from the user. The goal of OSKI is to provide building blocks in the spirit of the BLAS with the steps and costs of tuning exposed. It should be possible to integrate the OSKI library into an existing system as well, as has been done successfully with the integration of ATLAS and FFTW tuning systems into MATLAB.
Conclusions and Future Work
OSKI is designed to provide a migration path for existing solver libraries and applications to use high-performance implementations of sparse matrix kernels. An OSKI user whose sparse matrix is already available pre-assembled in standard CSR or CSC array representations can introduce calls to OSKI's kernels selectively and gradually over time. Tuning is automatic, but only occurs when the user explicitly requests it, thus allowing the user to decide when it is most appropriate to tune in her application.
The OSKI 1.0 implementation [17] is a uniprocessor library that targets cache-based superscalar machines. We are actively pursuing shared and distributed memory versions of OSKI, as well as tuning specific to alternative architectures such as vector processor-based machines. OSKI-based applications will be performance-portable on such platforms.
In addition, OSKI has been released as open-source. The implementation is modular, so that new matrix formats and tuning heuristics can be added to an existing OSKI installation without recompiling the core library, or even the application on systems with shared library support. We are making our own sparse kernel tuning research [44, Sec. 4.3] available as modules in OSKI.
To reach still larger user communities, we are also implementing an OSKI matrix type for PETSc. The OSKI 1.0 User's Guide outlines how we envision OSKI being implemented into other libraries, including the Sparse BLAS [13] and MATLAB*P [45] .
